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Abstract

The ropnrt presents background information on the rocket-triggered ]ightnJn_

project at Kennedy Space Center (KSC), a summary of the forecasting problem
there, the facilJtip_ and equipment available for undertaking f_eld experi-

Rents at KAC, previm1_ research activity performed, a description of the

atmospheric science field laboratory near Mosquito Lagoon on the KSC complex,

mpthnds of data acquisition, and present results. New sources of data fnr the

lqAq field experiment _nclude measuring the electric field in the lower few
tbmlsand feet nf the atmosphere by suspending field measuring dev_ce_ below a

tethered balloon, The report also details problems encountered during the

|qAq field p_perimpnt, and list_ future prospects for both triggered l_gbt-
ning and lightning-kindled forest fire research at KSC.

V

Summary

Kennedy Space Center (KSC) is the center for and its operatJnns the focus nf

the worldWs most exacting single-point, short-range weather forecasting prob-

lems. Thunderstorms, with lightning, hail, strong winds, and possibly tnrn_-
dnp¢, represent the greatest hazard at KSC.

The present Atmospheric Science Research Laboratory program at KSC includes

ground and airborne e]ectrJc field measuring instmments (field mJ11_); a

ground-based radar; numerical models; rocket triggered lightning experiments;

and conventional, fairly d-rise network of reporting stations and rain gages.

When available, K_C will add a high-resolution wind profiler now being devel-
oped at Mar_hal] Spac_ Flight Center.

KSC r_cogni_e$ th_ critical nature of smaller scale weather phenomenon Jn th_

forecasting prob|em addressed, i.e. short-period, precise, local w_athpr

forecasts. No other group has ever attempted to forecast on a ro_it_n_ bam_

th_ weather events KSC desires to predict. KSC will first attempt to _prov_

th_ g_neral understanding of smaller scale weather phenomena. The r_s_arcb

project coordinates actjnns of disparate groups in collecting and analyzln_

h_terogenem_ data, and in JntegratJn_ results into a real-tim_ data display

system.

Some problem areas: Most of the individual research efforts by th- various

participating groups take place w_thout coordination with either KSC or th-

other cooperating groups. KSC is trying to integrate the research prngra_

_nto a unified effort. Devising a reliable operational forecasting method may

tak_ _any years and considerable effort from KSC, other government weather-

forecasting units, and academia.

Work on lightning-kindled fovest fires has just begun at KSC, and will

COntJnll_,
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I

INTRODUCTION

1'.1 BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The lightning program at Kennedy Space Center (KSC) began in the 1960's,

when the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) began building

taller structures on the Center. Lightning strikes to Apollo 12 and, more

recently, to an Atlas-Centaur rocket, resulting in both its and its payload's

destruction, gave rise to added research to understand lightning better. KSC

used their own employees, as well as cooperated with academic institutions

and private companies in developing its lightning program. The present pro-

gram includes ground and airborne electric field measuring instruments

(field mills), radar; numerical models, rocket triggered lightning experi-

ments, and conventional mesometeorolog_cal network of reporting stations and

raingages.

Most of the indJvldual research efforts by the various participating groups

tak_ place without coordination w_th either KSC or the other cooperating

group_. KSc needs to integrate the entire research program into a unified
program. Moreover, KSC needs to use the results and techniques developed for

its day-to-day operations. Additionally, the limited meteorological expertise

at KSC ham hampered the research effort, requiring KSC to rely heavily on

outside personnel and equipment for this research.

Numernu_ disparate groups and organizations have some expertise in various

aspects of thunderstorm and lightning phenomena. Raiiroads know about

lightning's ability to travel long distances along rail tracks, and to cause

damage far from the original strike. Electric power companies also know how

lightning travels through its conductors to damage equipment far from the

thunderstorm producing the lightning. They also know lightning can couple

into lines not originally struck by lightning. Airlines and the m_lJtary know

lightning strikes a_rcraft both in the air and on the ground, and that air-

craft can trigger lightning flashes even far from a thunderstorm cloud.

Radio and tplgvigIon stations_ as well as telephone companies know lightning

str_keg thpir towers and disrupts their transmissions and communications. Tt

also couples into their equipment. Boaters, anglers, and golfers, among

others, know their recreational equipment (rods, masts, golf clubs) may serve

as conductors for lightning strikes--particularly newer graphite materials in

rods, masts, and club shafts.

V

1.2 THE LIGHTNING FORECASTING PROBLEM AT KENNEDY SPACE CENTER

KSC Js the center for and its operations the focus of the world's most crit-

ical single-point, short-range weather forecasting problems. Many operation_

at KgC are extremely vulnerable to weather, usually in such move] ways that

the forecasting problem has no counterpart in any other realm, The forecaster

kj
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must develop their own experience at KSC, they cannot rely on experience

gained elsewhere to help them with unique KSC forecasting problems.

The special nature of weather at KSC, as well as extremely high economic and
human costs if KSC launches (and therefore missions) fail leads to very pre-

cise forecasting criteria with extremely little margin for error. KSC success

or faSlure also impacts directly and significantly on national and interna-

tional opinion of United States' space effort and expertise. KSC failures

draw considerable national and international attention! Thunderstorms, with

lightning, hail, strong winds, and possibly tornadoes, represent the greatest
hazard at KSC.

In its approach to forecasting extreme weather, KSC recognizes the critical

nature of smaller scale weather features and phenomenon (mesoscale compon-

ents) on the problem addressed: short-period, precise, locai weather fore"

casts, Even the excellent world-wide weather data available through MIDDS

cannot by itself make the local weather forecasting problem easier. KSC plans
to integrate weather data from satellites, radar, its own local mesonetwork

of weather stations, regional weather stations, and data on local lightning

strike into the forecasting technique. When available, KSC will add a high-

resolution wind profiler (now being developed at NASA Marshall Space FlSght

Center [MSFC]).

Other data for the weather forecasting scheme envisioned include dua]-doppler
radar, NEXTRAD at Melbourne, Florida; ground- and airborne electric field

measurements from KSC-operated sites; and local lightning-locating data. If

at all possible, KSC envisions using its rocket-triggered, lightning data into
an operational forecasting technique. Since no one, to our knowledge, has

ever attempted to forecast on a routine basis the weather events KSC desires
to predict, we can only describe the forecasting as experimental. Devising

reliable operational forecasting method may take many years and considerable

effort from KSC, other government weather-forecasting units, and academia.

The approach KSC will take will first attempt to improve our understanding of

smaller scale (mesoscale) weather phenomena. Only when we obtain an adbquatp

knowledge of the systems we wish to forecast can we confidently try to pre-

dict that phenomenon. This approach requires, however, the close coordination
and cooperation of d_sparate, heterogeneous data, and its integration into a

real-time (preferably interactive) data display system. The forecasting

problem will also almost require such a technique, because KSC must forecast

weathpr events lasting less than one minute, thus requiring almost instant-

aneous d_ta collection and display. This requirement may not be unique

(airports wonld also like to have this capability), bnt thp economic and

political costs of delays and wrong dec_sion_ at KSC are much, much highpr

than anywhere else.

1.3 FACILTTIE_ AND EQUIPMENT

|.3.] ATMOSPHERIC SCTENPE FIELD LABORATORY (ASFL). Kennedy

(KSC) lies _n a region of the United State_ w_th one of
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frequencies of thunderstorms and lightning activity. Figure ! shows the loca-
tion of the ASFL and other sites used for the RTLP. KSC operations involve

some stupendously expensive equipment (the Shuttle, satellites, and launch

vehicles) subject to critical and exacting time schedules. At the same time,

lannch support equipment such as towers, antennae, above ground and buried

cable, are subject to damage or interruption of their function and use from

l_ghtning strikes, This combination of conditions make lightning both a

hazard to and a significant factor in success or failure of KSC operations.

A_ a result, KSC has been involved in and conducted extensive lightning
studies for more than two decades. These studies involved characterizing

15ghtning flashes, devising methods of protecting equipment from lightning

strikes, and ways to locate and predict lightning and thunderstorms. S_nce

the early 1980's, KSC, in conjunction with other Government organizations,

private companies, and universities, has intensified its studies of thunder-

storm and lightning phenomena.

KSC and the Eastern Space Missile Cen-

ter (ESMC) weather group delve into

thunderstorm and lightning forecasting,

as wel] as devising methods of predic-

ting other s_gnJficant, adverse, or

severe weather events (e.g. freezing

precipitation, for, icing, or strong or

gusty w_nds). The combination of KSC

and ESMC have developed one of the

finest facilities for forecasting

short-range weather events. The KSC/-
ESMC facilities include weather satel-

]_t_ and radar data, a mesosca]e wea-

ther observation network (more than

f_fty stations), and the Meteorological

Interactive Data Display System (MIDDS)

which supplies world-wide meteorologi-

cal dat_ and soundings. The KSC also

uses a tethered balloon for research on

th.nderstorms and lightning, and may be

able to include this in future forecas-

ting techniques.

FZ_ i*| Str¢ _OC*_:O'S

KSC and ESMC w_sh to create and operate

an advanced weather support and fore-

casting system in order to reduce weather-related hindrances to KSC opera-

tions. The KSC program also plans to transfer to other weather forecasting

units (such as the US Air Force or the National Weather Service) the tech-

nology and knowledge gained through this research.

The Federal Aviation Authority (FAA), A_r Force Wright Aeronautical Lab-

oratories (AFWAL), and the US Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) are among the

Government groups interested in lightning studies at KSC. KSC and oth-r

groups are interested in (]) characterization of lightning hazards to KSC

operations, to communications, to power d_strJbut_on, and to command and

V
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control systems; (2) remote lightning detection; and (3) understanding thp
"advent and demise" of thunderstorms. In addition, certain groups within thp
Government are interested in using lightning strikes to simulate the electro-

magnetic pulse (EMP) nuclear weapon bursts might send out.

After learning more about lighting and its effects on air- and spacecraft,

KSC would like to transfer the techniques and knowledge gained from its

studies to operational forecasting and to academic institutions training

weather forecasters. This should ensure qualified forecasters for future

operations.

1.4 DATA ACQUISITION

Items investigated in KSC lightning and thunderstorm studies include static

and f_eld charges using electric field measurements in and around KSC;

locating and counting lightning discharges (cloud-to-ground strikes, mainly)

within 200 miles of KSC; radar data from the RSC region; surface wind data

using a mesoscale network of measuring stations within about 50 miles of KSC;

electric and magnetic fields and lightning current measurements from the KSC

area; and other meteorological data obtained from local, regional, and na-

tional sources. These data w_li, hopefully, be integrated into a forecasting
method and appl_ed to improving short-term weather forecasting and verifica-

tion of numerical weather forecasting, and to evaluating lightning warning

procedures.

The Maxwell current and its changes with time may help researchers under-

stand when thunderstorms begin ("turn on") and when they quit ("turn off"),

Maxwell current may thus ultimately lead to an approximate threshold for

impending lightnSng strikes. (Lightning and its accompanying thunder define a

thunderstorm; without these two phenomena, the event is merely a rain- nr

hailshower.)

Photo analysis of lightning by the State University of Nee York at Albany
(SUNYA) may be used to quantify several parameters, such as size and shape of

strokes. Streak images yield stroke propagation speed.

The program at KSC is the first program to measure all parameters (electric

and magnetic field, current, electron temperature in the lightning plasma,

luminosity, spatial orientation, and stroke propagation speed) at the same

time, thus allowing case studies to test theoretical and numerical models of

lightning behavior.

Photography on calibrated film can determine flash luminosity. If luminosity
is a function of current, then we can measure lightning current directly.

Further, time resolved lightning spectra would then yield electron tempera-

ture Jn the lightning channel. Photographic images can be analyzed by video

densitometers, if digitized, or conventional dens_tometers if not.

Kennedy Space Center (RSC) receives wind observations from a network of over

_0 _s_rumented _owers covering an area about 53 by 57 km (about 1600 square
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kilometers) as shown in figure_2. Host wind instruments have been mounted on

top of standard 54-foot tall telephone poles, and set to record wind data at
five-minute Jntervals.

Three direction-finding stations locate negative lightning flashes (where

earth is positive relative to cloud). Lopez and Holle (1986) describe the

lightning direction-finding method.

A United States Air Force WSR-74C radar located at Patrick AFB, approximately

30 km SSE of KSC, supplies data at five-minute intervals. A Weather Bureau

radar at Daytnna Beach, about IO0 km NNW of KSC, also supplies radar imagery

at _rregular intervals. A Lightning Location and Protection, Inc, (LLP) Inte-

grated Storm Information System (ISIS) records negative lightning flash in-

formation as well as Daytona Beach radar information. This ISIS equipment is

currently located at the US Fish and Wildlife headquarters on KSC property,

but KSC plans to move it to their Range Control building on Cape Canavera]

Air Force Station during July.

Re. |-_.Kenncdy Space Ccmcr and Cal_ Canavcra! Air Force
St_ztlon arc_. Thc recI_ng]c marks Ihc 198_ mcsosc=lc
nclwork. Solid squares indicmtc mctcorologlc,,I statlons.
Patrick AFB (lower right) is the site or" thc USAF WSR-
74C wcathcr radar. < A_ LO o._-_v_j_ _ .)

V

ORIGINAL PAC_E

BLACK AND WHITE PPiOT.OGRAPH

ORIGINAL PAGE IS

OF POOR QUAUT¥
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Lightning triggered when small rockets trailing a conductive wire behind them

(rocket-triggered lightning, RTL) are launched near active thunderstorms pro-

vidP several advantages for scientific study of lightning. First, Iighrnlng

occurs at a ere-defined place and at a pre-determined time. This allows re-

searchers to measure parameters seldom--and then only with extreme difficl,1-

ty--measured in the natural atmosphere. Secondly, it allows a detailed lonk

at the very long "leader" strikes propagating into un-ionized air, clome to

the conditions prevailing in an unmodified environment. Both of these advant-

ages help researchers understanding lightning leaders, thus understand light-

ning itself better--and, more importantly, that triggered by aerospace vehic-

les traversing that region of the atmosphere.

Suspending an isolated metallic object (a cylinder about eight feet long and

two feet in diameter) below a tethered balloon as a lightning strike object

(LSO) may also simulate an aerospace vehicle-triggered lightning (ATL) ob-

ject. Leaders observed and measured during such strikes will provide data for

comparison with prior observations, hopefully to verify or refute the bi-

directional AT[ model commonly proposed. The series of field mills suspended

along the tether cable provides electric field measurements around the LSO.

Th_s e_per_m_nta] set-up also allows negative leader current to be measured

at the [SO site, possibly permitting return-stroke current measurements at

ground and higher levels at the same time. Streak cameras and conventional

photography record visual imagery for later quantStative study.

Data taken both over land and over water allows similarities and differencp_

to be observed and measured. Rocket launches over water represent a "purer"

electric lightning signature, since there is no distortion of the signal from

the ground or support equipment around the launch pad. The 198q RTLP includes

launches from land and water RTLS; my proposal is to launch from each site

alternately, or from each at short intervals, i.e. quas_-simultaneously.

Other sensors include microphones to record the sound of thunder; and current

sensors in the ground (correlated with negative cloud-ground potential.)
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II

PRESENT RESULTS

2.1 NEW METHODS OF DATA ACQUISITION

Thp 1989 rocket-triggered lightning strike research season envisions record-

]ng positive lightning strike data as well as negative. The State University

of New York at Albany (SUNYA) plan to operate a system using satellite data

to provide actual lightning strike location data.

KSC will also attach electric field measuring instruments ("Field mills") at

intervals along the cable attached to a tethered balloon located near the

rocket launch sito. This will supply a vertical sounding of electric field

strength near the triggering site, important data presently missing. Six

field mills located along the tethering cable will supply field strength at

heights of approximately 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, and 800 m above the ground.

\

F,,9 ,'2.-I l++qmn.P
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2.P RFSULTS FROM 1989 FIELD EXPERIMENT

2.2.1 PROBLEMS WITH EQUIPMENT. Prior to beginning the 1989 field experiment

at the ATLS and ASFL, KSC encountered several unexpected problems. These

problems delayed the field experiments; consequently, the RTLP gathered

l_ttle data prior to my departure. This report thus presents few results, and

those only preliminary.

The 198A field experiment ended August 31, 1988. From that date until just

before my arrival June 12, 1989, the ASFL and RTLS buildings, as well as all

equipment, sat idle. Preliminary inspection by my KSC colleague, Mr. Bill

Jaffer_s, indicated some equipment needed service and calibration. Unfortun-

ately, before KSC could accomplish this calibration and service, the fire

marshal and building inspectors noticed a number of safety discrepancies.
These discrepancies required immediate repair; they also precluded service to

and calibration of equipment housed _n those buildings until thp buildings
themselves had been fixed.

Adding to the delayed caused by building troubles, the tethered balloon leak-

ed. It, too, required repair. However, s_nce the much larger balloon, "Fat

Albert," came down for patchSng the week I arrived, _ts repair d_layed all

repairs to the RTLP balloon. Further, one tether cable apparently needed to

be replaced; a new cable required about five weeks for delivery. As of August

1st, the tethered balloon has not been flown. As a result, no airborne field
mills supply data, because they have not yet been launched.

Another problem surfaced on June 25th, when the thunderstorm and l_gbtn_ng

display system, ISIS, ceased receiving radar data from the Daytona Beach

radar. Replacing the modem and other attempts to find and fix the problem

failed. As of July 2Ath, ISIS Js still not receiving a radar signal, even
though the signal appears to be arriving at the site. The ISIS does record

lightning strike location, which is useful, but lack of associated radar

returns used to deduc_ the physical relationship between the lightning and

thr parent thunderstorm l_mit ISTS's value as a forecasting tool.

Since all attempts to find and correct the problemm with ISIS failed, and wp

knew th_ telephone l_nes on the northern parts of KSC are not as good a_

those elsewhere, we decided to move the system. KSC personnel and I moved the

ISIS from its previou_ location at the headquarters building of US F_sh and

Wildlife service, about ten miles north of the ma_n KSC complex of bui]dings

to tho Range Control bl]ilding on Cape Canaveral Air Force Station. llnfort_n-

ately, trouble with the central computer in that building have thu_ far (A-g

1_ prevented use of the ISIS at that location, too.

If these problems were insufficient to delay the start of the 1989 field ex-

periment, others followed: The French researchers from Grenoble delayed their

arrival by about ten days. Since they actually run the RTLS, launch the trig-

ger_ng rock_ts, and gather dat_, their delay pushed the start of operational

rocket la.nches back st_l] more, Moreover, even after they arrived _n the

middle of July, their _qu_pment failed to arrive for another sever_! days.
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All RTLP _quipmpnt and personnel appeared to be ready for the first rocket

In_m._: r_t,l\,_._ 1,_ly 21st. Unfortunately, for a number of days theroafter,

weather coTlditinn_ did not produce lightning at the launch sit_eo_i-M_qilitf_ :

l_t'r,fin. Th_ flr_t np,,r,_t]onal ]aunch occurred on July 29th, but only one

lockout was launched. The r_maiT_dpr of the day, we w,_itpd in valvl For fipld_

It, h,;'_i;_ _.l, t,, lm;;lch cF:Jteria (about 4500 V/re.)

2,t.2 q{_MF PkF; _MTNARY RESULTS FROM THE 1989 FIELD EXPERIMENT. Due to de]ays

rml _r_P_] ,_hr_ve, col_pled with my departure August 4th, this report gives only

:_ f_w pr_lir_i_ary ro_ults from the 198g field experiment.

Table 2-1, next i,ag_, glvo_ a small sample of the ]_ght]ng-strJke data re-

corded and archJved for th_ praject. Table 2.1 gives azimuth (direction it,

degrees from true north) and range (_n nautical m_les) relative to tho re-

cording sJt_. On this day, July 2q, 1989 (Julian date 89210), about ]000

cloud-to-grm,na 1_ghtning strikes occurred within 25 nautical miles of th_

r_cordin_ locatinn on Cape Canaveral AFS. Table 2.1 lists only the first few

_tr_keF record#d. Time _s giver _n hours, minutes, and seconds Universal T_me

(or Greenwich M_an Time).

Table 2-2, n_t p_c_, provides a small sample of the wind data. Wind m_as-r-

i_z equipment is gen_rally mounted on top of telephon_ poles of varying Iong-

ths; th_s, the h_ights rang_ from about 45 to &5 ft, with a mean of _4. Som_

locations afro record temporature and dew point _n Kelvin, from which we d_-

rix,_ rmlative humidity. Average wind speed and maximum wind gust recorded

during th- previous five minutes are given meters per s_cond. Figure I-2

show= th_ ]ocatinn of each station.

2.3 ITGSTNTNG-_TNDIED FTRES IN FOREST PRODUCTS

Th_ plan w_ tn plac_ piles of toothpicks, kindling sawn from l/4-_nch ply-

wood, 1-hy-l's, and 9-by-2's at the launch site to see which on_ ignite, _r

alto intend_ to moasurm th_ current in each strike. The idea of u_inE w_]

d_fin-d ei_P_ of wood is to achiovv reproducible results. Again. no revul*_

h_v_ been obta_n.d duo to paucity of triggered ]gghtninz.
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Table2-I. Sample Lightning Data for July 2_. 1989

THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION
25N_ OF THE RCC AND COMPLEX 1/2
DAY TIME AZIMUTH RANGE(_,_L_
89210 20405 235 ° 30.9005
89210 20539 233 22.6031
89_10 20539 224 18.7438
89210 20753 235 21.5042
89210 20902 231 23.5604
89210 21057 237 20.9962
89210 43814 333 24.9781
$9210 51134 330 22.1674
89210 60032 332 21.9072
89210 65848 339 15.3245
89210 71953 326 14.6215
89210 75912 329 20.9053
89210 183951 204 14.64
89210 184107 191 17.6217
89210 184159 206 18.0055
89210 184237 192 18.4356
89210 184301 191 16.9742

89210 184334 196 18.7138
89210 184458 190 17.8074

89210 185058 310 15.7288

DEPICTS LIGHTNING OCCURRING WITHIN

Table2-2. Sample

Day Time Site
89210 235500 1
89210 235500 3
89210 235500 5
89210 235500 108
89210 235500 110
89210 235500 112
89210 235500 303
89210 235500 311
89210 235500 313
89210 235500 403
89210 235500 412
89210 235500 415
89210 235500 506
89210 235500 509
89210 235500 714
89210 235500 803
89210 235500 419
89210 235500 417
89210 235500 1007
89210 235500 709
89210 235500 805
89210 235500 917
89210 235500 1012
89210 235500 1108
89210 235500 39
89210 235500 39

Wind Data for July 2g, 1989
W I N D

Ht Dir Speed Gust Temp Dew Pt RH
54 167 3.0 3.6 300.38
54 213 4.1 4.6 300.38
54 183 3.6 4.6 301.49 300.77 96.0
54 178 2.5 3.6 299.82
54 188 3.0 4.6 300.93 296.54 77.0
54 190 2.5 3.6 299.27
54 189 2.5 3.0 298.71
54 203 3.6 4.1 298.71
54 198 2.0 2.5 299.82 295.93 79.3
54 182 2.5 3.0 299.27
54 199 2.0 2.5 298.71
54 186 2.5 3.0 298.71
54 195 3.0 3.6 299.82
54 206 2.0 2.5 298.16
54 165 3.0 3.0 299.27
54 166 1.5 1.5 297.04
65 7 1.0 4.1
60 175 1.5 2.0
42 185 2.5 3.0
44 185 1.5 2.0
54 62 1.5 2.0
45 0 0.0 0.0
48 173 0.5 1.0
47 32 1.0 10.8
60 219 4.6 5.6 299.27
60 202 4.1 4.6 299.27 294.93 77.0
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TII

CONCLUDING REMARKS

3 i NFW _FVFTOPNENTS AND PROPOSFD METHODS FOR FORECASTING LIGHTNING

Th_ current system for forecasting thunderstorm locat_nn and lightning strike

]ncatinn l_s_¢ a composite techniqlle _neluding maxlmum radar reflect_v_ty of

thunderstnrrn ep11_; location, number, and frequency of negative ]ightn_n_

strikp¢; surface wind convergence; and surface wind pattern. (SurCace w_nd

patt-rn typically varies with stage of thunderstorm development. Spp Byer_
and Brahaw [194q] or Watson et al. [1999])

As _huttlp, and other, launches become scheduled more frequently. KSC oper_-

tione lees tolerant of delays. Thus, KSC forecasters need to identify more

1ow-ri_k l_u_eh window, requiring improved forecasting of weathPr events such

a= triggPred lightning, w_nd shear, and turbulence with accuracy and time1_-

nee¢ .niqup to space program_. Measurements of electric f_elds, for example,

have nnt vet b_en _ncluded Jn the forecasting process for tr_ggvred l_ght-

ninE. Moreover, _any critical weather factors eannnt even be meas_rPd direct-

ly; th_ forecasters _nfer their va]u_ from their relationship to other para-

m_t_r_ they can _asur_.

[aunch safety nped¢ hnth accurat_ c_irrent weather data and forecasts for two

hm_r,_ or 1_ss. Observations limit the accuracy and qua|_ty of forecasts, par-

ticular|y nn thi¢ short-term forecasting, or nowcasting, t_me scale, g_c

mu_t _nprov_ _t_ observations, includSng new _nstrumentatJon and meac-rinz

systems, to improv_ operational forecasts,

N_w in_tr_m_Dtatio_ IS nO panacea, however. New instruments improvv detpc-

tinn, nnt _e_s_arily for_nastlng, Forecasting methods use the data ava_lah1_

when thn_ m_thods were developed. KSC needs to modify forecasting methodc

_nd t_chniqu_c tn includ_ n_w data sources. D_splays for lightning det_otinn

n_twnrks _nd .e_ i_trum_nt_ to detect in-cloud and cloud-to-cloud lightnin=.

fnr #_awpl_, _hould h_ incnrpnratpd into KSC w-ather forecasting. [.ikewi_,
lnr_l w_athpr _nalyci_ and fnr_c_cting t_chniques specific to FSO need to h_

developed. KSr c_n_Id a1_o develop an interactive, computer-aided w_athpr

d_c1_ion-_ak_ng syct_m, and possibly numerical weather prediction models

Specific to _SC operations.

Inca1 cnnvergenc_ of m,rfac_ winds still 5nduc_ thunderstorm formation at

I_SC. _yer,_ and Rndeb_h (1q48) and By_rs and Braham (lg4q) suggested thi_

c_u_. and _any later experiments and stud'ies supported them, The compara-

tively d_nc_ n_twnrk of s,,rfac_ wind m_asurements at KSC allow use nf local

eo_v_rg_nr_ for chnrt-p_riod forecasting. In particular, the forecaster m_ct

lncat_ and fnllow th_ movements of the sea breeze, as _t dominates all nth_

cnr, V_r_pncp fnrc_ in and around KSC. a proposed, rleW prediction _nethnd (nnt

vet completed/ _ to writ_ nnr_put.r programs to calculate and plot conv_r-
e_n_'_ nv_r s_veral _.h-_r_c within thv K,qC r_search ar_a (fig.l-o), and to

_no_to lin_c _nd r-g_nn_ nf co.vergence within the sam_ are_. Br_king th_
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Kqr r-co_rch _rea down into four or n_ne smaller regions, or sob-areas,

shmlld hp adequate. Watsnn anr_ Blanchard (1984) noted that ,_maller areas

provide roaRonahly good predirtione of thundorstorTn dovelopment using average

_onv_r_enep Hath, b)tt Watson eta]. (1989) notpd that larger on@c do not,

_inc# th# avpragin8 prnepss dilutes thp convergency (large on a _mall scalp)

when _vor_E@d over an area as large as the KS(" research area. My proposal tn

hro_ the g_r _ro,_ down into smaller units for automatic cnnvorzoneo

co_p_,t_tion would _olvv the apparent d_lution prnble_.

gurfae_ eonvPrEencP dnpg not, of course, take into account any dynamic prn-

cevc_s oemlrrjng h_gher Jn th_ atmosphere, The MIDDS providps upper-levp]

information. By writing programs to analyze and plot various combinations of

dat_ (the h_st combinations hasp yet to be determined), the fnr_ea_t_r _ho_ld

hv ah_ tn predict at least the potential for triggered lightning. _n_ thing

thv pr_vJoue r_search at KSC has shown: Lightning appears to hegin just aftPr

ma_iw_ ennv_rE_no_ (averaged over a fairly small ar_a), to peak befor_ av_r-

_o divergency ov_r the same area reaches a maximum, and to decreae_ as di-

_'orZ_ev d_cr_ases.

t.0 PItTIT_F PROSPFCT_

Frn,_ 4to ct_rt c_,v_n years agn nn the shores of Merr_tt Island' _,Mnsfl_ito

_Enon, about eight miles north of gSO's Vehicle Assembly Bu_]din:, N_SA'_

R_nk_t-Triggprpd IdghtnJng Program (BTLP) has developed progressively into

fnr'_idahJ_ r_ce_reh effort. NAC_'S desire to _mprove KSC lightnJn_ prot_ctinn

_nd li_hrnin_ foree_rin_ gave the RTLP emphasi._, Each year adds n_w features

tn i_prnv_ _¢'J_ntjfJe knnu, l_fl_ 19£R added a t_ther_d balloon

N_ _l_m_nt_ gd_d in 1gAg included field mills s_spended below tb_ t_th_r_d

balloon (at varinuc h_i_htc ahov_ the ground), and attewpts at q_antifyinz

lightning-initiated kindling nf forest materials. Pl_cin_ field wills at in-

t_rval_ hpt_n th_ grnond and the h_ght of th_ balloon (abo.t _0n w) prn-

trid_c data on ehanE_ nf _l_etric field strength with altitude, th_ h_tt.r tn

h_Ip rh_raet_riT_ liEhtnin Z etrik_ potential over land and water. RiP1d n.i]1_

d_oot _nd hpln Ineato lightning, as well _c allow sttldy of top p1_otric

fi_la _nvirnnm_nt print tn ]_ghtnin_ ctrikPs. The serieF of fimld mi]Ic _11c-

p_nd_d h_Inw th_ t_th_r_d ballnnn provide a more complete V_W nf weather

ennditJonc eond_civP to rock_t- or a_reraft-tr_gg_red lightning.

Th_ fut_r_ thr_t should b_ in combining and assimilating th_ many diver_

d_t_ _nure_ Jntn an _ntegr_ted short-ter_ predictive techniq'_e, On_ main
thr._t _hm_td ]i_ in setting _}p an expert syst_ or knowledge hank, a "fnre-

e_ct_r's h_lp_r" alnng th_ line_ of th_ artifieial-_nt_ll_g_nee based "dne-
tnr'c ac_nriat_" ll_ed by comu phy_ieian_ and _n snm_ hocpitals, A c_rnnd mmim

offnrt _rit_n: pro_rAmc tn analyTm the myriad data soure-_ (_r local wi.4

fipld_. _l_etrir fields, radar, and other data from MIDDS) autnmatimally.

chn_IA c_Ippnrt development OF _n expert system, gsc apparent]}, r_rngniz_c th-

f_et thqt tnn littl_ work hac h_n dnn_ in integrating th_ _xeellent data.
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EMP -

FSMC -

FAA -

I_TS -

NASA -

NRI -

RTLP -

RTI,_

SI.t_yA -

V

Acronyms and Abbreviations

Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories

Atmospheric Science Field Laboratory
Building near Mosquito Lagoon, about 15 miles north of the main K_c

building complex, housing equipment, research space, and offices for

conducting field experiments in lightning and other aspects of

atmospheric science.

Electromagnetic Pulse

Pulse of electromagnetic radiation emitted by nuclear explosgon_,

Eastern Space Missile Center

Federal Aviation Administration

Integrated Storm Information System

Sy_te_ for storage and display of digital radar data and/or cloud-

to-grm}nd lightning strike location, Displays either radar or

lightning data separately on the video terminal, or both together,

gennpdy Sp_ce Center

t.ightnin_ I,neatinn and Protection, Inc
Manufacture_ of ISIS.

Marshall Space Flight Center

M_teornlogica] Interactive Data D_vplay System

World-wide weather data dissemination and display system,

National Apronauticm and Space Administration

Nava! Re,cearch Lahorator_p,_

Rocket Triggered [ightnJng Program

Program at gSC to ]mJnch small rockets

triggering lightning at the launch site.

into thondprstorr0 clnod_,

- Rocket Triggered Launch Site

Site on Mosquito Lagoon, near the &SFL, where RTLP persnnnel launch
sma]l rncketc into active thunderstorm clouds, Contaln_ launch sites

over land and water,

State University of New York at A]bany
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